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I Scream, You Scream, 
We All Scream ...

Kristiana and David serving up great ice cream 
at tom’s Dairy Freeze

There was a lot of screaming through 
the heatwave of July. But we west-
enders know where to go to get our 

favourite flavours of ice cream. SNAP hit 
the streets and spent some time exploring 
the “sundae” side of life by visiting a few 
popular destinations for frozen dessert in 
the ‘hood. We found ice cream lovers of 
all ages gobbling down the sweet treats in 
all its many forms. You’ll find even more 
photos at snapbloorwest.com

Event by Rebecca Freeman
Website code: peehw9 

matthew, sarah and Lucas

Javiera and mark love coming to tom’s Dairy Freeze

Anthony, tony, Adriana, michael and nicholas René and madeleine enjoy  
ice cream in High park

Fitness that Fits ME!!

I have been working out and dieting on and off for years. I have tried other gyms and 
DVD’s but nothing has compared to my experience with Personal Training at Fitness 
that Fits!

When I started at Fitness that Fits I weighed 287 lbs and after only 16 PT sessions I now 
weigh 272 lbs. But my journey is just beginning.

Being a “larger” person I was always intimidated about signing up for personal training at 
other gyms. When I saw people personal training at other gyms I thought, if that were me 
I would be on display and people might laugh or make comments while I worked out. 
Personal training at Fitness that Fits really is PERSONAL! When I work out I am usually the 
only one in the studio and I can’t hide because the mirrors don’t lie - yet I don’t have to be 
self conscious. My trainer Christine performed a fitness baseline evaluation with me to find 
out what I could do and what I wanted to achieve. She designed a workout that is specifi-
cally for me and the goals I want to achieve.

The motivation I receive from ALL the staff at Fitness that Fits is amazing. They guide me 
on how to live a healthy lifestyle that fits me. I work shift work and my eating habits have 

not been the best but Fitness that Fits 
has showed me healthy alternatives to 
the unhealthy foods and without a 
need to lose out on the good taste.

Fitness that Fits has made my entire 
lifestyle change very easy to transition 
into. I am truly amazed with the results 
I have achieved in 16 personal training 
sessions and look forward to what WE 
can do with the next 16!

www.fitnessthatfits.ca

416-231-BFIT (2348)

Kingsway Studio
4214 Dundas St W

Etobicoke ON

Fitness Classes - Personal Training - Fitness Boot Camps

~ Chris Z.

Submitted by Nadia Bender

Nadia Bender, Personal Trainer/Fitness Instructor and Owner of Fitness that 
Fits, the boutique fitness studio located in The Kingsway at 4214 Dundas Street 
West. 416-231-BFIT (2348). 

Have You ever Had a challenge 
change Your Life?
so here we are celebrating another family member’s birthday with our usual get-
together over pizza. this time what started as an innocent jab between me and 
my cousin chris became a challenge to him to make a drastic change in his health.

Yes, i do eat pizza – you may be surprised and my bootcamp clients are definitely 
cursing me now like i do them when they tell me they ate pizza. Well the point is 
that you can indulge in pizza in moderation when you are in maintenance mode 
of your fitness and health.

chris, on the other hand, has always struggled with his weight fluctuating up and 
down and he really enjoys his food. nothing different from the rest of us with 
life’s challenges. but for chris he was always a “big” guy and was known for his 
size, which was a bonus for his security position. so chris had more of a challenge 
to overcome since he wanted to keep the authority attached to being “big” but 
wasn’t happy with how he felt. the challenge was about staying “big” but in a 
healthy way.

chris is engaged now and has a new goal of marriage in a year which is motivat-
ing him to be fit and healthy so he can enjoy married life in a whole new way.

so i decided to give chris a different kind of wedding present, one that is not your 
usual gift – the opportunity to gain strength, increase muscle mass, reduce body 
fat and shed pounds. not to mention the opportunity to feel and look like a mil-
lion bucks from the inside out!

so chris accepted the wedding present and is actively training with one of my 
trainers, christine. because, of course, family never listens, i had to back off and 
have another trainer torture/challenge him for me … in a good way! chris will 
never be looked at as tiny, but he is well on his way to being a healthy “big.”

the question i pose to you is, what event in your life is the turning point for mak-
ing You healthy and fit and feeling like a million bucks?

please take the opportunity to meet with me so we can identify YouR next chal-
lenge, because really that’s what living a healthy life is all about!


